
Wet ball-miling and dispersion process: In this work we demonstrate that wet ball milling technique of α-germanium crystals with a

solvent without addition of any surfactant, produces α-germanium nanolayers that can be easily redispersed, using a liquid phase

exfoliation (LPE) methods yielding very stable suspensions.

XRPD AND RAMAN

XRPD and Raman differences:. There is a change in the XRPD peaks intensity when the crystal size decrease.

The α-germanium nanolayers present a blue shift in the main phonon peak compared to the bulk α-germanium

crystals. Also there is a difference between the α-germanium nanolayers obtained by wet ball-milling process and

the α-germanium nanolayers obtained by LPE methods.

SEM images: The agate mortar pre-processing only reduce the bulk germanium powder size but remains the

tridimensional morphology. Nevertheless the wet ball-milling produce α-germanium nanolayers powder with a

bidimensional morphology.
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Abstract: With the discovery of graphene, different bidimensional (2D) materials have been evaluated due to their outstanding physical and chemical properties compared to those find

in their bulk precursors and their potential applications in different fields, ranging from electronics to medicine.1 Nowadays, most of the 2D materials are prepared from exfoliation of van

der Waals crystals owing to their weak interlayer interaction.2 In this work we have developed a production method of nanolayers of α-germanium, 2D-α-Ge, a tridimensional solid with

diamond-like structure.3 This simple one-step exfoliation procedure is based on wet ball-milling technique allowing gram-scale fabrication of α-germanium nanolayers from bulk α-

germanium crystal. Stable suspensions with large lateral dimension and controlled nanolayers thicknesses can be generated upon dispersion of the 2D-α-Ge solid. This has been

confirmed with atomic resolution AFM, EELS studies and HRTEM measurements.
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CLEAVAGE PLANES
Theoretical calculations: The surface

energy was calculated for the different

germanium cleavage planes. This

calculations suggest there are two

preferential cleavage planes, the 111 and

110, being the last one the plane with lowest

surface energy.

Diamond-like structure: The typical atomic structure of α-germanium is a diamond-like germanium atoms disposition. Exfoliation of

the α-germanium crystals was readily confirm by atomic force microscope (AFM). The expected hexagonal symmetry for α-germanium

(110 plane) was confirm by AFM and STEM.
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